TDB3/4W REFLECTOR ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
Installation:
1. Proper installation of Field Wiring and Ballast Assembly must be done prior to Reflector Assembly Installation.
2. Make any tilt and beam adjustments to the reflector assembly as shown below.
3. Connect the three-position plug of the reflector to the corresponding three-position receptacle on the ballast plate and
place the assembly into the housing
Object to Illuminate

>
Tilt Adjustment / Lock

WW Optics
Beam Adjustment

Tilt Protractor

VFA / VSA Optics
RFL/ Par Optics
BEAM SPREAD ADJUSTMENTS:
* RFL/Par Optics are not adjustable (beam spread will depend on the lamp).
* WW Optics are not adjustable (straight wall wash reflector).
* VFA & VSA Optics (See Below)
1. Loosen the two brass knurled fastners located on either side of the lamp socket at the bottom of the reflector assembly.
2. Move the reflector up or down from the present middle position until the desired light pattern in achieved. NOTE: Pulling the
reflector up generally narrows the beam and pushing it down widens the beam.
3. Once desired beam is achieved, retighten the knurled fastners to lock reflector assembly.
TILT ADJUSTMENT:
* VFA, VSA, & RFL/Par Optics (See Below)
1. Loosen the knurled fastners located near the top of the reflector assembly.
2. The Yoke may be easily rotated away from the present vertical position. NOTE: The reflector yoke bracket is calibrated in
5-degree increments.
3. Once desired beam is achieved, retighten the knurled fastners to the yoke assembly.
*WW Optics
1. Orient the Wall Wash Reflector in the desired direction (socket side towards the desired direction).
2. Tilt Adjustments can be made by loosening the screw and lock nut at the end of the assembly to lower the reflector (5-degree
increments).
3. Once desired tilt position is achieved, retighten the screw and lock nut to lock reflector assembly.
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